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GB, file: torrent, Version: Ultimate TeamÂ .1. Field of the Invention The present
invention relates to a TV telephone having a telephone function for connecting

two PCs, and also relates to a method of detecting the arrival of an incoming call
by the TV telephone, which telephone function is provided to establish

connection with a called party. 2. Description of the Related Art Recently, there
has been developed a TV telephone having both a TV telephone function for
connecting two TV terminals via a TV satellite and a telephone function for

connecting two PCs via a telephone network. The above-mentioned telephone
function is provided for establishing connection with a called party and is

hereinafter referred to as a PC phone function. This TV telephone is connected
via the telephone network, and is connected via the TV satellite to a called party

having the TV telephone. The called party is capable of monitoring the
connected state, by viewing the TV phone through the TV monitor connected to

the terminal in the place of home. The above-mentioned PC phone function
includes a socket to be coupled to the telephone network and a socket to be

coupled to the TV satellite. The socket coupled to the telephone network
receives a busy tone signal. The socket coupled to the TV satellite receives a TV
broadcasting signal. In case that the above-mentioned PC phone function of the

TV telephone is in an in-service state, if any call signal is received by the
telephone network side socket, the socket receiving the call signal transmits the
call signal to the socket of the TV phone via the TV phone via the TV satellite. If

the above-mentioned TV phone is in an in-service state, if any call signal is
received by the socket of the TV phone, the TV phone transmits an outgoing call

signal to the socket of the telephone network via the TV phone via the TV
satellite. However, when the above-mentioned in-service state PC phone

function of the TV telephone is released, if there is a predetermined time period
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